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WELCOME! 

Our president, Scott Chabot was back this week and opened the meeting at 12:15 
p.m. in the slightly cramped classroom at the IACC. Glenn Burton led us in The 
Pledge. Then Ryan Murphy led us in “The Four-Way Test, and Sarah Lee led us 

in prayer. For lunch we enjoyed beef stew, green beans, mashed potatoes, salad, 
bread, and ice cream. 

PRESIDENTIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
● The beneficiary presentation from the fundraiser will be at our meeting in the 

first week of January 2023. 
● We are going to be holding elections for the club board. If you are interested, 

we need a president nominee and two at-large board positions. 
● The Christmas party is December 14. Please let Kathleen or Julie know if you 

can make it. 

GUESTS & VISITORS 
Glenn announced our speaker Gary Sobotta as our only guest. 

MEMBER BIRTHDAYS & FLOWERS 
Louise handled the flowers. 

Birthdays: 
Tom Sokol and Don’s wife Laura had birthdays but neither were there. 

Club anniversaries: 
Sam Wireman had his first club anniversary. 

Flowers: 
 Scott Chabot bought flowers for our speaker Gary. 
 Glenn bought flowers for Louise for her hard work. 

 Gary bought his usual flower for Tina and then also  
 for Ed and Ken for setup. 
  
 Ed Mastry bought flowers for Gary. 

 Ryan bought a flower for Glenn for doing double duty  
 on the assignments today.



MUSIC 
Nancy did music for her last day before leaving for 
Florida. We sang “Let There be Peace on Earth” 
and “R-O-T-A-R-Y.” 

SUNSHINE/GOOD WILL REPORTS 
None today 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
● Bob Cannon announced that there will be a 

park that will feature a model ship to 
incorporate all nationalities and this will be 
dedicated on Columbus Day next year. 

● We have the Fraser singers coming next 
week 

RECOGNITION 
Sam was doling out fines today: 

● Eric got hit for $5 for most missed Rotarian 
but probably deserved even more for some 
antics once he knew he was maxed out. 

● Ryan was fined for a missed bulletin due to 
misplaced notes (trying to make up for it 
today!) 

● Ed Mastry was fined for passing out fines at 
the door illegally. 

● Nancy was hit for $5 before leaving for a 
few months. 

● Stephanie got fined for another vacation. 
This time a cruise in the Caribbean. 

● Gary got fined because it seemed we had 
never sang “R-O-T-A-R-Y.” 

● Joe and Glenn were fined for lack of 
participation in the singing. 

 

SPEAKER & PROGRAM 

Gary Sobotta came to talk to us about some 
clean water projects with Rotary. Gary is a 
member of the Novi club. He is one of the 

water and sanitation ambassadors. WARSAG (Water 
And Sanitation Rotarian Action Group) was formed 
in 2007 by a group of Rotarians to help develop 
projects around the country and the world for 
clean water.  

Sometimes women have to devote huge portions of 
the day to getting clean water, sometimes walking 
many miles and then carrying it back with them. 
One way the these projects work is by education of 
the people of their need for clean water and 
sanitation. When filters were installed, the people 
of Ecuador put pressure on their leaders to deliver 
clean water to more of the people. One of five 
deaths of children under 5 is due to lack of clean 
water. This sometimes causes diarrhea leading to 
death. 

Gary told us about projects that he has led in 
Ecuador and Ghana. He also described the water 
poverty cycle of the family getting sick, money 
spent on healthcare, leading to poverty, leading to 
loss of dignity and depression, which then causes a 
weak and vulnerable society. The opposite is true 
with clean water eventually leading to a safer 
stronger society. Investing in clean water is 
beneficial with trade as well. For every $1 invested 
in clean water the world bank says that there is an 
average return of $9. 

Rotary is a great group that is working to improve 
water and sanitation for many people around the 
world. 

50/50 WINNER 
Unfortunately, I had to step out briefly for the 
50/50 drawing so I only know that I did not win. 



 

CALENDAR 

December 14  
Christmas Party 

December 15 
Fraser Singers 

January 6 
Beneficiary presentation 

from the fundraiser


